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MOHD ZULIKHWAN BIN
AYUP JOINS OUR TEAM
FROM MALAYSIA

News and updates

Cross continental
networking for
social good. AfricaAsia synergy.
by Dennis Ekwere
The internet has changed our world and will
continue to change the way we do things in a digital

PARTNERSHIP FOR TAX
EDUCATION AT
SCHOOLS

world we have found ourselves in today. Technology
has made the world border-less and at the same time
is opening up virgin opportunities for us to leverage
on. As social entrepreneurs, we are doing our best to
take advantage of this unlimited opportunities to
learn, share experience and build networks for
amplified voice.

WHAT CAN WE DO
WITHOUT YOUR GIVING

In doing so, we are pleased to announce to you that
we appointed Mohd Zulikhwan Bin Ayup, a Malaysian
based in Malaysia as our Digital Non Executive Board

TEACHING YOUNG
PEOPLE ROAD SAFETY
SKILLS

member effective 3rd January 2018. It is a cross
continental synergy of like minds willing to volunteer
for social good through digital space. We are hopeful
this experience will be a template for the world.
We believe on the power of technology in driving
social change. Welcome to our new world.

TAX EDUCATION/AWARENESS
PROGRAM
On 12th January 2018, we
partnered with Kaduna State Board
of Internal Revenue to hold a
sensitization program for young
people, tagged- “when it matters
most”. The event took place at
Nasscity Evangel Academy,
Nasarawa, Kaduna State, in line
with SDG 17.
The program used survey technique
on participants, pep-talked on ‘why
we pay tax’ and simulation method
to allow participants act, dramatize
and develop problem solving skill.
At the end, we learned from
participants that they will be willing
to pay tax so that they will be able
to enjoy good life as citizens. When
young people know on time why
they should pay tax, then we can
reinvent the wheel. The wheel to
hold Government accountable for
us by us for our future.

ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE
There are increasing records of road
crashes and accidents on our roads. And
we feel to correct it, is to reach the future
today through enlightenment. Even though
we all use roads and because emergency
doesn’t respect time and age, we stepped
down this program.
On 1st February 2018, we took the first of
its kind Road Safety Awareness Program
to Government (Boys) College, Kurmi
Marshi, Kaduna.
The program used pre and post survey
with 52 participants. It uses simulation to
educate and allow participants to critically
think out solutions during the break out
session.

It was fun that worth it

what can we really do
without your giving?

